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Tonight I want to talk with you about"3eginnings and Becomings."

When I chose my theme of "Beginnings" at the San Diego Convention, I

was, of course, thinking about the Bicentennial Year and the beginnings

of the third century of these United States. Then too as a President

fro= the Elementzry Section of NCTE, I wanted to highlight the new

knowledge we have regarding the importance of the beginnings of the

life of every young child.

I also realized how appropriate this thene would be for our

National Convention in ChicaL-.), for this is the place where we began.

NCTE was founded in this cit
1

t)4 .," group of 34 English teachers. The

new organization grew out of a committee appointed by the English

Section of the NEA, a scan group which even then was protesting_

against the narrowness of the system of examination given by the

National Board for Uniform Fntrance Examinations for College.

Then, too, this is a place of personal beginnings for me. My

twin sister and I were born here and grew up in one of the northern

suburbs. Here I went to grade school, New Trier High School and

Northwestern. This was home for rany years and it is always good to

come back. Chicago was also my first introduction to an NCTE Convention,
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and I vividly recall the splendor of the Golden AnniversarY Meeting

held here in 1960-

In doing research on the beginnings of NOTE I was struck by the

similarity of concerns voiced by the early leadership and those of today.

Teaching situations were very different, particularly when you realize

that when NeTE was founded only 15% of the population went to high

school and less than 3% attended college! However in the report of

their first convention in The English Journal for 1913, Professor

T. Baker of Columbia Teachers College commented upon: "The remarkable

increase of interest in composition teaching now everywhere manifest

and upon the attempts of educators to arrive at measures of value by

means of scientific experiment." And in 1976 the Secondary Section

voted to designate this the year of composition. Testing so dogged the

footsteps of these early teachers that we were born of protest, it

seems, fighting for greater flexibility and freedom in the teaching of

English than the narrowness of college entrance exa:linations allowed.

Our founders knew even then that the English/Language Arts curriculum

inevitably shrinks or expands to the boundaries of that which is to be

evaluated. And today the testing tail of the dog continues to wag the

whole of the teaching body.

We are not afraid of testing, or accountabiltty or even competency-

based education provided the methods of assessment are consistent with

and truly measure our goals in teaching. And that of course is the rub.

For tests tend to focus on those behaviors which are the easiest to

identify and measure and these are usually the mechanical skills of

reading, writing and spelling. And so we test children on their mastery
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of some 376 sub-skills of word-identification alone, and not on their

use of reading in situations that have real meaning to them, or their

developing power as readers, or their increasing enjoyment of books.

Not only do the tests measure mechanical skills and test reading

cJmprehension of isolated paragraphs taken out of context, but they

frequently don't test what they are purported to be measuring.

Deborah Meier' in New York has analyzed reading tests to show how much

background of experience is required that has nothing to do with the

child's ability to read. For example, a 7-year-old is expected to make

very precise and special definitions in the following completion test

item: "A canoe is " which can then be completed by circling

either "a kind oi boat" or "a kind of ship." Most children of seven

have not reached the developmental level of thinking that would allow

them to make that kind of subtle differentiation, even if they were able

to read the words in the test. Meier also recounts the bewilderment

felt by 9-year-olds when she talked to them about a passage designed to

test reading comprehension. The selection read: ... By counting the

rings inside the tree trunk, one can tell the age of the tree." Meier

found that some children conjured up pictures of round golden rings lying

inside the tree, put there by God-knows-who once a year on the tree's

birthday!

Composition tests are no better, frequen:ly testing students'

knowledge about writing rather than their ability to write. In fact,

in San Diego, The Executive Committee expressed grave concerns about

the fact that the English Composition Test in The Admission Testing

Program was a completely objective test purported to measure students'
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dbility to write without ever requiring them to compose one sentence.

We asked that Robert Hogan send a letter to Albert Sims, Vice President

of the College Entrance Examination Board recommending that the present

objective test in composition must be supplemented by an adequate

examination of writing - certainly more than a twenty-minute sample.

If testing was central to our beginnings in 1911, it continues to

be front and center in much of our thinking in 1976. It was for this

reason that in its first year of existence, SLATE our new committee

concerned with developing a program for social and political action

decided that it's major priority this year would be "Testing and

Accountability." It would seem that we have come full circle in our

concerns.

Throughout the whole controversy of testing and the back to the

bair mmvement.I have been reminded of Hans Christian Andersen's well-

known fairy tale of The Nightingale. You will recall that it is the

story of the Great Emperor of China who was very proud of his beautiful

gardens, temples and palaces. When the Emperor of Japan came to visit

him he was duly impressed with all that he had seen but he later wrote

that nothing had compared to the beauty of the song of the nightingale

that he had heard in the garden. Now the Emperor of China had never

heard his famous bird and so he demanded that she be captured and

brought to his court. When he first heard her sing, tears came to his

eyes. From them on she had to remain at the court in a cage. Soon

however, the Emperor of Japan sent an exquisite jeweled mechanical bird,

far more beautiful than the nightingale and more predictable. "No

surprises," said the Court High Chamberlain as he wound it up and the
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bird sang one song over and over again. Everyone who heard the bird

proclaimed it a marvel, except one poor fisherman who had heard the

real nightingale sing. He agreed that the mechanical bird was pretty

enough, that its song was a fairly good imitation, but that something

was lacking! The real nightingale was banished from the Empire and the

mechanical bird was given a place of honor next to the bedside of the

Emperor who only played it once a year as the parts were becoming worn.

Five years passed and the Emperor lay dying - T7-e. real nightingale, who

had heard of his suffering, came to his window and sang so gloriously

that life surged through the Emperor once again. The bird promised to

return to sing co him if she could go and come as she pleased. The

servants came .a to attend their dead Emperor and were amazed to see

him standing at the window, and as he turned to bid them "Good Morning"

they heard a bird song in the distance.

In this period of testing and accountability how can we avoid

substituting the spurious and artificial for that which is real and

natural? Are we as interested in the process of learning as we are in

the product? How in truth can we attend to the song of the real nightin-

gale when all are clamoring for a return to the trite but easily testable

answers?

Would that we could respond as our speaker tonight, Sir Alec Clegg,

did when he was asked the inevitable American question about evaluation

of his schools in Yorkshire. Sir Alec, we are told, opened an enormous

portfolio of samples of fine paintings, drawings, collages, stories,

poems and essays produced by the students in his mining area in the

West Riding of Yorkshire and then he added and I quote:
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It is a matter of intense interest to me to watch

over a 20-year span; the development of the funda-

mentals of education as seen not in intelligent

tests or reading techniques or history syllabuses,

but in the way children dance and paint and write

and behave towards one another.2

This is teaching that hears the real nightingale's song! It is, I'm

afraid, too idealisLic for our present pressure cooker educational

climate. You couldn't publish those results in the local newspaper;

(although you wouldn't be afraid to meet those students on the streets

in twenty years.) Our system unfortunately has no provision for long-

term accountability. Test scores are king and they must be higher

this year than last. And so teachers do what teachers have done for

years, they give a high priority to teaching that which is to be tested

in the false hope that all students will achieve grade level or above;

an impossible task since tbe norms are based upon the premise that

fifty percent of the students taking the test will fall below grade

level and fifty percent will fall above. If one school is so fortunate

as to have all their pupils test at grade level, it simply means that

somewhere else, where the health and social welfare of the students may

not be so favorable, there will be schools where almost all of the

children will fail.
3

Is there then no'hope, no way out of this testing maze? I think

there is and I am tremendously encouraged by a new movement in research

that is quietly focusing not upon the end-products of tests but upon

the process of the child's response. This group of researchers would

look at what children know rather than at what they do not know. They

would examine the process of becoming, observing how a child builds his

own rules for language, for reading, for writing. Such an approach has
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the potential for an educational DNA, a breakthrough in the way we view

children and the way in which we teach them.

Based upon the work of Piaget who sees the child as an active

participant in his own learning, this approach also draws on the theories

of George Kelly, an American psychologists who taught at Ohio State

University until his death. Dr. Kelly saw the learner as actively

creating his own personal constructs from the cumulative nature of

experiences:

Experience is made up of the successive construing
of events. It is not constituted merely by the
succession of events themselves.... It is not what
happens around him that makes a man's experiences;
it is the successive construing and reconstruing
of what happens, as it happens, that enriches the
experience of life.4

Mary O'Neil has captured the same idea in a poem for children titled:

Imagination

imagination is a new idea beginning to grow
In the warm, soft earth of all we know.)

Such a view of learning does not see the child as an empty vessel

waiting to be filled with the "superior" knowledge of the teacher or the

textbook. Rather it sees the child as actively seeking and making meaning

of the world of his experiences from infancy through adulthood.

Research in the area of children's language acquisition proves that

the child is constructing rules about the way words are put together.

Children can easily give you the plural endings for nonsense words that

they have never heard, or they overgeneralize the rules that they know

intuitively and creete such new words as seen in the sentences "1 swimmed

yesterday." or "Put my socks on my feets." These are just examples of

the way the y)ung child processes the language that he hears to create

his own personal constructs of words.
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For years we have given children reading readiness tests in which

we have tried to replicate the skills required for beginning to learn

the task of reading. Children were asked to observe finer and finer

details differentiating between the dog with spots and the dog without

spots, or the house with the chimney on the left side of the roof

compared with one on the right side. Marie Clay(' of New Zealand questioned

what all this had to do with the process of reading and developed a

commonsense test titled "Concepts of Print" in which she first gave a

child a book and noticed which way he held it for her to read. Then as

she turned to the first page of print, she asked where she should start

reading and noted if the child indicated the left hand word on the top

line of print. On one page the print is written upside down, again she

noted the child's reaction. Simply using a real book, she can ascertain

what background of experience with books a child brings to the reading

task. If the child cannot accomplish the first three tasks she goes a'

further and recommends much more experience of looking at books, being

read to, and dictating his own stories before attempting to read.

The Coodmans'7 work with miscue analysis suggests that wrong is

sometimes right, at least in comprehending the meaning of a sentence.

The child who reads "The bears went into the woods for a walk" instead

of "The bears went into the forest for a walk" not only shows compre-

hension of that sentence but determination to make it meaningful. By

analyzing children's miscues, teachers shift their emphasis from

correcting mistakes to listening to what those errors tell them about

the children's strategies for reading, their backgrounds of experience,

and the language competence that they bring to the task of reading.

Teachers learn far more about the way children are developing as reack.rs,

and the ways they mav hclp them. than the resuit!-: i a r(Adin,, tcst watAd
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Read's8 work with categorizing children's spelling errors also shows

that children are bringing their own' intuitive iuIes of phonology to

their i ted spellings, and while.these'ruies are no %standard adult

rules, y qf them are consistent across children's work and are

predic

imposing our literary frameworks upon children's interpre-

story.; some researchers hal-re been interested in looking attations

children's responses to literature. When and how do children develop a

sense of story? We know that until children reach the concrete opera-

tional stage of development, they have a very difficult time in telling

a story from a different point of view.9 In'DoUglas Barnes' book From

Communication to Curricu1um,
10

tAe author describes various ways children

use exploratory talk to,find meaning, in their subject. In the following

instance four eleven-year-old girls-were each given copies of the poem

"The Bully Asleep" by J.H. Walsh, and then told to listen to a recorded

reading of it. They were left alone for about ten minutes with the

instruction to talk about the-poem in any way they liked. Here then is

the poem and brief extract of their response:

1HE BULLY ASLEEP

One afternoon, when grassy
Scents through the classroom cxept,
Bill Craddock laid his head
Down on his desk, andqlept.

The children came rounti hinkp
Jimmy, Roger, and Jane;
They lifted his head timidly.
And let it sink again.

'Look, he's gone sound asleep, Miss,'
Said Jimmy Adair;
'He stays up all the night, you see;
His mother doesn't care.'

71s,
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'Stand away from him, children.'
Miss Andrews stooped to see.
'Yes, he's asleep; go on
With your writing, and let him be.'

'Now's a good chance!' whispered Jimmy;.
And he snatched Bill's pen and hid it.
'Kick him under the desk hard;
He won't know who did it.'

'Fill all his pockets with rubbish-
Paper, apple-cores, chalk.'
So they plotted, while Jane
Sat wide-eyed at their talk.'

Not caring, not hearing,
Bill Craddock he slept on;
Lips parted, eyes closed-
Their cruelty gone.

'Stick him with pins!' muttered Roger.
'Ink down his neck!' said Jim.
But Jane, tearful and foolish,
Wanted to comfort him.

The four girls have been talking for several minutes. Their major

concern is whether a teacher would have noticed that a boy had fallen

asleep in class.

1. Well the teacher's bound to notice.

2. Yes really...because I mean...I mean if...

3. Or she could have gone out becau8e someone had asked for her
or something...she probably felt really sorry for him so she
just left him...The teachers do...

4. What really sorry for him...so she:d just left him so they
could stick pins in him.

5. Oh no she probably...with the 'whispered'...said 'whispered'...

6. Yes.

7. Yes, but here it says...um...[rustling paper]...oh 'Stand away
from him, children. Miss Andrews stopped to see.'

8. Mm.



9. So you'd think that she would do more really.

10. Yes...you'd think she'd um...probably
wake...if she would

really felt sorry
for...sorry for him she'd...

11. She'd wake him.

10. [cont:]...wake him.

12. Oh no!...No, she wouldn't send him home alone...because...

nobody's...

13. His mother's bad.

14. Yes.

15. His mother would
probably go out to work.

16. Yes he'd get no sleep at home if his mum was there.

17. Might have to...might have to turn out and work.

18. It might be...his
mother's fault that really he's like this.

19. Oh it will be...It always is.

20. Look here it says um...'His eyes are...' Where is it? 'His

dark eyes cruel and somehow sad.'

21. I think that just puts it doesn't it?

22. Yes.

23. There's always something like that.

[Pause]

24. He's unhappy. [Whispered]

The children's speech seems
interrupted, it is not well-organized;

and yet by the end of the sequence they seemed to have reached the main

point of the poem and appreciated it summing up on the lines "His dark

eyes cruel and somehow sad." How many of us would have cut across these

girls' efforts to find meaning in the poem with focussed questiOnsyttich

22r.

might have prevented their sympathetic response to "The Bully Asieep"?-

Similar research is being conducted by Jimmy Brittonll and his

colleagues in England upon the composing process. The point is noP to

list all of the work that is going on but to help you get'a feel for its

12



sense of direction and commonality in approach. For years we nave peen

told to start where the child is but we didn't have a clue as how to

begin. Now we have an increasing number of ways to detersdne the

sIrategies that children are using to make meaning of their world.

Educat:on mu5t help the child In hils or her efforts to bev-ome.

SoeP2 an approach to child learning suggests mew wAys of looking at

childr.,n. It Jemand new ways e! teaching and prepar=ng teachers. It

mmaintates tLat learnIng should he whnle and Integrated, mot fragmented

into t.lts ,aeci pieces, mini-eourses or even short-term electives. We

nee,,1 o he with our students, all students over a longer period of time

;f we tould know them and help them begin the process of construing and

recz-ne,truine tbeir experiences.

Currentfy, I an w,)rking At Ohio State in one of our four alt rnative

te prtTaration of elementary teachers. The frIc Program

Feem n oration for some six years and while it is slightly diff-

erent cach year, our prirArY goal is to provitle these juniors with three

irtr c't
Integrated work in the lang.age arts and child development

,.;e-lasizing A consistency of approach both in their f:eld experterke

An1 in t..1e rwtheds courses that we teach on campus. This is possible,

sine e ae workel with almost all of the cooperating teachers at

pe time ci0-er in worksh.:Ts or SaturJay morning classes. This year

we b .gan our pregram with a :7-day outing tn our natural tesoarce renter

in the Pocking Pills some SO miles frcrs Col;.1nt,us. Cele our goals was

to eel to kn,no each ether well 1--+.d to hreak &-ser 1 -Ici al

distarKe which usYllally separates colleee ,tuerts and prf.rs.

Another ig,..111 ,5;'.i* to help the t'id"rs c to Ole t,eautli

of teir surrz-erdings Ar'1,:.! to see t'e Hteerati-- -cice Art.;

1 3



in ail that
they did. One of their

ac_tivities, for example,
t'onaictedof finding

one specimen, a leaf, an insect, a flower and then
sketchingit from all

perspectives, writing a detailed
description of it and thenidentifying it. Later that evening we sang and read a variety ofliterature selections. I chose

James Moffit's
poem "To Look

at Anything/li you w,auld know that thing, you must look at it long..."12
I alsoreal them mv favorite

poem "Summons,"13
bv Robert

Francis. L;hile wecan't all take a class
to the woods to read

poetry, thest_ poems wereverfet for that time and place. The
out-pourings of art, poetry andessavc from this group of st!sients were matched

only by the three whogit up hefore
dawn to go down to the river and tape record bird songs.I'm nut .sure if t.ey heard a nightingale,

but I am sure from
visitingir

cs thAt they
are in the

process of
becoming real teachers.am also

working with a iroup of reading teachers who asked me toteaLh A (ourse in children's literature. I said I'd be glad to offerthem two
in-servIce classes, the first would

emphasize language and realexil.erien:cc wnile the second would be
literature, I knew that asfamedial reading teachers they must start with authentic experiences thataould require

reading and not heein with literature with children whoh-,4 already been turned off of books. We've taken
trips, we've cooked,nade ern-husk dolls, propagated plants, made games based on books andespl,,red the reading and language

poi:el-alai In each
experience- Lastaeck ome of the

teachers told about taking six of her bovs to tjtecreenlawm Cemetery. They did
gravestone

rut-1,Ings. saw the Mi-morial toiddie
1Vckenbacher, Interviewed the caretaker and came back to ac.holro write of their

experierces and find b .ks about Eddie fl

1 I



Their teacher said "You know I never knew those Olildtvin until we went

on that trip - I don't think I'll ever have a problem with then again."

Tea,:hers who have always taken their lessons from textbooks nee('

help in seeing the learning potential of various experiences. They need

to learn to be ope-n to new experiences themselves. One of the reading

t. ,hers WAS binding a book she had made with great pride last week

aod she aid "I always thought these activities were something extra -

nethirg you utd after you finished all your other work and they're

not - instead ttxy are the real core of what would help children learn!"

Slowly it comes. And as we examine how children become, we as

tea,h,.r.: are becoming; never attaining the final anwers, but always

always becoming more than we have been before. One ot the

tirst picture !:.c.oks tor children, The Velyeteer Rabbit sav t etter

1 I-1:

hat is Real7" asked the Ribhit or:e day,
w*ien he was lying by the side of the old and wise
and experienced 5kin Horse.

**Does it mean baying thir s that buzz inside
anA a stick-out handle'"

"Real isn't hew you are N.Ide," said the skin
P-sse. "It's a thing that happens to you.
a loves you for a long, long time, not lust

to pli,v with, but REALLY loves you, then ';,,u be-

c tt hurt" aslled the Rabbit.

-.`-,crretimes," gaid 7hr ',Ktn llorse for bt, wl!s

truthf,il. ".71en vou ar* ;7431 don't Ti:d being
hurt.-

!t h 'en all at like .,e,17,1c clA
up,- bY.. asli.ed, or bit by bit



"It doesn't happen all at once."said the .;kin

Horse.. "You become. It takes a long ttme.
why it doesn't often happen to people who reak
easily, or have sharp edges, or who have to be
carefully kept. Generally, by the time you are
Real, most of your hair has been loved off, and
your eyes drop out and you yet loose in the joints
and very shabby. But these things don't matter at
all, because once you are Real you can't be ugly,
except to people who don't understand."13

Isn't tlIi!; our primary purpose in education?

ro help a child "to become"

To hccone all that he is capable of becoming -

To educate him for what is real?
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